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INTRODUCTION

The study of human categorization is contentious because it matters. How

we understand the processes that give rise to categories is at the very core of

how we understand human cognition. Over the past several decades, there

has been growing concern that the assumptions that define and distinguish

competing theories may notbe quite right. These assumptions are based on

the traditional metaphor that views categories as discrete, bounded things

that are stable over time and context. In this view, categories are enduringly

real, object-like, truly out there in the world and also in our heads. Thus,

theorists in this tradition write about categories being acquired, discouered,

and possessed.. The boundedness and stability expected of categories is well

exemplified in the following quote from Keil (1994):

Shared mental structures are assumed to be constant across repeated categc

rizations of the same set of instances and different from other categorizations.

when I think about the category of dogs, a specific mental representation is

assumed to be responsible for that category and roughly the same representa-

tion for a later categorization of dogs by myself or by another. (p' 169)

The problem with these traditional ideas is the fluidity of human catego-

ries that appear to be exquisitely malleable, adapting to fit the idiosyncra-

sies of the moment (e.g., Barsalou, 1993a, 1993b; Bransford & Johnson,
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1972; Malt, 1994) ' We do not, it turns out' think exactly the same thing each

dme 'tse think about a dog' Moreover' if you and I have different histories'

we mal. rrell-even ln thJ same context-think differently about the very

,u*. iog (e.g., Yoshida & Smith' 2003a' 2003b)'"- 
in. .frup,J., in this volume have been written in the midst of shifting as-

,rr-frio.t, uUon, the fundamental nature of categories' There is not yet a

*.ffi...pr.d new framework, never mind a new theory' but research on

these issues is clearly in flux' The goal of this commenury is to provide per-

.f..tiu. on emerging ideas as represented in this volume'

A Brief History of Categories

Thetraditionaltreafinentofcategoriesderivesfromlogic.Thisconceptual-
ization, the logic of classes, distin[uishes between the extmsionof a class and

trre intensi.onof a class' The exten"sion is all the possible T:tttb:tt 
of a class'

Thus the extension of the class 
"triangle" is all possible triangles' The

intension is the rule that picks out all and only members ofthe class' for ex-

ample , the intensional definition of a triangle might be a "closed figure hav-

ing three sides.,, Traditional psychological iheories of categorization reflect

these ideas of fixed extensions and intensions. In psychologx, the 
extension

is the 
"repeated categorizations" thatpeople make' that is' the data to be

explained' The intenlion is the hlpothesiied concept that determines the

extension,thementalstructurethatproposedtocausepeopletocategorize
the way they do. Al;;F this view hu' do*ittuted theorizing and research

on categories for nearly half a century' its theoretical problems have been

evident for some time'

In the 1960s, theories of categorization attempted to.explain the as-

sumed fixed category extensions b! internally represented intensive defrni-

tions that were lists of necessary'and sufficient features. This approach

cametoberejectedonboththeoreticalandempiricalgrounds.First'there
was no psychological basis for determining the fiatures that form the primi

tives for concepts lfrlurpny & Medin' 1935) ' Second' no sucr'essful version

of the theory was ever formulated-no one could find the defining ProPer-

ties of such everyday categories as dog or cow or game (see Rosch & Mewis'

igzs, s-i,t g l'l"din, rdsr)' Third, there were data that directly contra-

d ic tedtheideaofnecessaryandsuf f ic ient features.Speci f ica l ly , i facate-
gory is defined by ,r..t"ury and sufficient features' all members should be

equally good members. But the data say otherwise; people reliably judge

somemembersofacategorytobebet ter thanothers.Forexample,arobin
is a better example of a"biid than is a penguin (e'g".Ro11h'.1973)'

In the 1g70s, the field rurned to probabilistic theories (smith & Medin'

1981).Thesetheor iessought .o.*p lu i , 'humancategory judgmentsbyty-
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ing them to general cognitive processes of memory, attention, association,
and generalization by similarity. There are two versions, alike in the pro-
cesses they assume, but different in their internal representations. And in-
de9{' it has been argued that these two versions -.y not be formally distin-
guishable (Estes, 1986). By one account, known as prototFpe theory,
concepts became lists of characteristic rather than defining flatures-a
move that readily elevated robins over penguins as examples of birds (see
Smith & Medin, l98l). By another, more radical versionknown as exem-
plar theory, concepts do not really exist in the sense of intensional defini-
tions that determine category membership. Instead, people remember in-
stances and associated properties (including associated language), and
then general processes of memory retrieval, association, and ge"neralization
by similarity give rise 

!o 
rh. in-task caregory judgmena (J.g., Nosofsky,

1984; see also smith & Medin, lg8l). These .".*plu, u..orr.it" readily ex-
plain typicality effects and other effects suggesting probabilistic caregory
membership. These theories also explain a wide array of experimental re-
sults on category learning, recognition, recall, and'generirization (e.g.,
Nosofsky, 1984;zakt & Nosofsky, z00l). probabilistic feature-based theorils
also have had considerable recent success in modeling adults' judgments of
common categories and their organization into domains (McRae, cree,
Westmacott, & de Sa, Ig99; Vigliocco, Vinson, Lewis, & Garrett, 2004) . In
these efforts, the statistical regularities in large normative studies of every-
day object and action categories have been.ho*tt to closely predict adult
category and semantic judgments in a variety of tasks. Normative studies of
the statistical strucrure of the first 300 nouns learned by children have also

!ee1 
shown to be predictive of their category learning (Samuelson &

Smith, 2000; Smith, Colunga, & yoshida, 2003).
However, probabilistic theories-both prototype and exemplar-have

difficulty accounting for how people reason aboui categories. specifically,
people sometimes make categoryiudgmena that are aeilaeatv more in ac-
cord with a defining feature view than a probabilistic view. For example,
people will maintain thlt an organism rhat has no properties anything ai all
like a bird other than bird DNA and bird parents is, nonetheless, a bird
(e.g., Rips, 1989; Keil, lgg4).

In light of these last results, a number of researchers in the l9g0s and
1990s turned to theory-like accounts of categories (e.g., Murphy & Medin,
1985). The idea here is that the mental structures that determine catego-
ries are naive theories about the causal relatedness of different kinds of
properties, both observable and nonobservable. For example, such a theory
might include the following: Birds have wings and are lightweight because
they fly and these behavioral and physicar properties aise-becau,s-eof the ge-
netic structure of birds. Accordingly, muny.etlurchers began studying pio-
ple's beliefs about "really makes something what it is" and their reasoning
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about the causal relatedness of properties relevant to category member-

ship. The results of these studies suggest a distinction between core charac-

teristics of things (and often not directly observable properties such as

DNA) and the surface characteristics of things (for example, being bird

shaped). That is, within intuitive theories some features are more impor-

tant, and have more causal force, than others.

One version of the intuitive-theory account posis that people's theories

about kinds are "essentialist" (see Gelman, 2003). The idea here is that peo'

ple believe there is "an essence" that determines whether or not an instance

is a member of a category. By this account, the reason that an organism that

looks and acts nothing like a bird might still be judged to "really be a bird"

is because the subject believes the organism possesses the essential but

nonobvious properties that are true of all and only birds. These essentialist

ideas thus resurrect the criterial-proPerty concePts of the 1960s and the

idea that a believed intension (a belief in an essential property) determines

the extension (the belief in what really is a bird) ' However, by the modern-

day essentialist perspective, it is not that instances actually share these prop-

erties or that these essential properties are even useful in recognizing in-

stances in the world, but rather beliefs in the existence of these essential

properties govern how people reasonabowt category members' Moreover,

these beliefs are organized by theory-like representations that causally re-

late instances and their properties.
Much contemporary research is devoted to the study of intuitive theories

and their development. The intuitive theory view of concepts has opened

new fields of study about categories-including induction, conceptual com-

bination, and causal reasoning (E. Smith, 1989; Medin, 1989; Keil, 2003).

Research on intuitive theories has also led to interesting insights about how

reasoning differs in different domains (e.g., for biological versus nonbio-

logical kinds, see Gelman, 2003).
Still, the naive-theory view has its own problems. First, and as Ahn and

Luhmann discuss in their chapter (chap. 1 1, this volume) , there is no con-

sensus as to what a naive theory is, the formal nature of the representations,

or the kinds of knowledge included. In general, naive-theory theories are

not as well defined or formalized as the probabilistic-feature sort, making

rigorous testing of predictions difiicult. Second, naive theories clearly do

not explain the full range of data traditionally viewed as the province of a

theory of categorization. Instead, certain phenomena (induction, concep-

tual change, conceptual combination, and judgments of causal related-

ness) are singled out as theoretically more important than phenomena con-

cerning the recognition of instances. Thus, naive theory accounts do not

explain how one knows a bird when one sees (or hears) one, nor do they

explain why robins are judged to be psychologically better birds than pen-

guins. Moreover, the fact that people readily make thesejudgments is seen
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as pretty much irrelevant to the intuitive-theory account of hunran carego-
ries (e.g., Armstrong, Gleitman, & Gleitman, lggg).

Third' naive theoril 
Tuy not explain the very data they take to be their

core phenomena. Keil (chap. 13, this volume; also Rozenblit & Keil, 2002)
presents compelling data that even adults' naive theories are often ex_
planatorily inadequate and often quite incoherent. people believe they un-
derstand phenomena with greater precision and coherence than they realry
do'. Keil 

_(3003) suggesred that people have at best coarse, notquite right,
and gap-filled understandings of the causar structure of even basic things. He
provided evidence that their seeming causalry based. reasoning in laboiatory
experiments may derive from a combination of quite *t.tJny knowledge
along with task-specific information. That is, causal reasoning appears to be
made in the moment, ad hoc and on-the-fly, much like the uJno..at go.i.,
describedearlier by Barsarou (rgg3). These in-the-moment temporary cre-
ations enable people to reason welr, in ways adapted. to the specifi'c task-de-
spite real gaps in their knowledge aboui causal relatedness. These results
place naive theories in the domain of situated cognition and rear-time prc.
cesses. In so doing, they f9r9w31n that any complele theory of categories will
require a specification.of both knowledge (feitures.o...lutiorrr, theories)
and the general cognitive processes or, ,hi.h they must a.p.rrj.

General or Special processes?

The dispute between probabilistic-feature accounts and naive-theory ac-
counts is also a debate about the fundamental nature of cognition. Is it
based on general processes of perception, memory, attention, association,
and generalization by similarity, o, do., it require other kinds of mecha-
nisms and, in particular, propositional representations necessary to coher-
ent and causal theories about how features are related? The differing posi
tions are related to a disagreement about the most relevant data fbr a
theory of categorization. The signature markers of domain g.r.rar pro
cesses are 

_frequency' instance, similarity, and typicality .tr .L. These eG
fects are ubiquitous throughout human'(and animar) cognition. yet some
aspects of human cognition-category induction, concepirar combination,
co^nceptual change-have been argued to be reratively irnmune from such
effects (e.g., Barretr,t!9t: Murphy, & Gallagher, tggg; Murphy & Allo_
penna, 1994; Sloman, l99Z; Gelman & Koenft, 2003). e.oporr.rit" of the
naive theory view argue that phenomena that do not show these character_
istic patterns are theoreticalry the most important, precisely because they
cannot be easily explained by generar p.o.Lrr., and demand a special ex-
planation in terms of propositional representations. proponents of the
naive theory view admit that peopre do use generar frequency and similar-
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ity-based processes to make some category decisions. Keil, for example, sug-

gested that people use only general process solutions in "desperation"

when the particular category decision lacks the "nurturance and support of

beliefs and principles" (1994, p. 239). Thus on one side are naive-theory

theorists who contend that certain aspects of human categorization cannot

be explained by domain general cognitive processes, and who maintain

that these phenomena are therefore most critical to a theory of categoriza-

tion. As a consequence, these researchers study for the most part how peo-

ple verbally reason about categories.
On the other side are those who seek explanations in terms of general

processes, the side that includes probabilistic feature theories. These re-

searchers concentrate on the relation between category decisions and what

they see as the foundational processes: memory, attention, perceptual

learning, and similarity (e.B:, Barsalou, 2003; Chater & Vitanyi, 2003;

Hampton, 2001; Goldstone & Steyvers, 2001; Nosofsky & Palmeri, 1998).

Accordingly, these researchers pick problems to study that do not overlap

much with those studied by naive-theory theorists, problems such as the

perceptual properties critical to the recognition of instances, attention, and

perceptual learning.
There have been, however, some attempts by naive-theory researchers to

directly pit the two approaches against each other. The goal is to support

the naive theory side by showing that people's categoryjudgmens do not

depend strongly on similarity relations, the idea being that if similarity can

be ruled out then propositional or theory-like beliefs are supported. The

method used in these studies has not gone without criticism (see Jones &

Smith, 1993). The experiments in this genre often present subjects with

verbal descriptions of truly bizarre scenarios: animals that are magically

transformed from one kind to another or the birth of babies with the DNA

of one species and the appearance of another (e.g., Rips, 1989; Keil, 1991;

Gelman & Coley, 1990). These fantastic scenarios are necessary because in-

stances of the same real-world categories tlpically share deep conceptual
similarities and ako many perceptual and associative similarities, making it

difficult with more ordinary scenarios to show that similarity does not mat-

ter (e.g.,Jones & Smith, f993).

Percepts or Concepts

In the developmental literature, this battle is fought over the issue of

whether children's categories are based on percePtual similarities such as

shape and features such as wheels or whether their categories are based on

conceptual features such as "can be eaten" or "used to carrywater'" As Ahn

points out in her chapter, this is a distortion of the larger theoretical issue

that is not re ally about the kind of features but about the nature of the rep
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resentations (feature correlations and counts vs. causal propositional struc_
tures). Ahn also no_tes that the perceptual-concept.tui airtirr.tion is mis-
leading in the deveropmental litiratuie in that many of the ..conceptual,,
features studied by developmental researchers are diiectly perceivable. Ar-
ternatively, these conceptual features could derive from direct associations
among words (see, e.g., McRae et al., 1999; Vigliocco eta1.,2}}4;Landauer
& Dumais, 1997).

The developmentar question has focused on the issue of perceprs versus
c-oncepts primarily because of the developmental data themserves. A hun-
dred years of research in deveropmental psychology suggests that preschool
children often base their decisions on the static aiid .rlire.rtty perceprually
available properties whereas older children base theirs on remembered
properties or inferences. The fact of this general developmental trend is in-
contestable. what is contested is what it means. one possibility is that chil_
dren have fundamentally different kinds of concepts than ud,rit"; what Keil
(1994) suggested are."pseudoconcepts" whereas adults have theory-rike or"true" concepts. The idea that children have different, more ..ilrogical,,con-
cepts is one with a long 

!tr!:O t" developmental psychology (Bruner, l9g6;
Piaget, 1970; Wohwill, 1967).

For proponents of the naive theory view, acceptance of this hlpothesis
would mean that developmentally immature categories based on percep
tual similarity would have to change into developirentally mature carego-
ries based on intuitive theories. As Keil (rggl) noted this wourd require"that coherent [intuitive] theories be able to develop out of something like
networks of associations, that interconnected sets of explanatory beliefs can
lse 

o..ut of nothing more than probabilistic tabulations of features and rela-
tions" (p. 246). Keil went on to conclude, "This notion falters when one rec-
ognizes that there are not persuasive accounts in any domain showing how
this might occur." Thus the idea of a qualitarive shiit in the very narure of
concepts is rejected out-of-hand by contemporary proponents of the naive_
theory accounr. It is not a position widely rnppo.t a ry the other side ei-
ther' (For a third position supporting the iaea of poientiarf luaHtativeshifts in represenrarion see Fischer, Kenny, & pipp, iggO; erri..*, a l{rt_
ford, 2002; Karmiloff-Smith, 1999.)

A second possibility, then, is that children's concepts are like adurt con-
cepts but that both are based or general processes ofassociation and gener-
alization by similarity. This is the possibili Ly th^tadherents of the naive the_
ory view must defend against and it has a number of supporters. These
challenges to the naive theory view attempt a direct asa.rlt'by showing that
the core phenomena assumed to be "conceptual" 

and, unexprainabre by
general psychological processes can, in fact, be explained by oidinary proc-
esses of perception, attention, and memory. Attacks of this kind are now ris_
ing on many fronts, for example, in powerfur similarity-based models (e.g.,
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Hampton, 2001), in statistical learners fed only text as input (Landauer &

Dumais, 1997), in successful feature-based models of common categories

(McRae et al., 1999; Vigliocco eta1.,2004), in Bayesian models that explain

conceptual coherence essentially through feature tabulation and statistical

inference (Tenenbaum & Grifiiths, 2001), in connectionist models of cate-

gory development (Smith et al., 2003), in explanations of cross-linguistic

diff.r..r..t in categories (Yoshida & Smith, 2003a,2003b; Sera et al', 2002),

and in studies of perceptual learning and perceptual symbol systems (Gold-

stone & Barsalou, 1998). Rogers and Mcclelland (chap. 14, this volume)

take a particularly comprehensive approach. They systematically demon-

strate that connectionist networks can mimic many of the phenomena be-

lieved to be diagnostic of naive theories and thus notbased on general pro-

cesses. Connectionist nefivorks are associative learners that generalize by

similarity and produce graded, context dependent decisions. This chal-

lenge thus goes to the core premise behind the segregation of human cate-

gorization data into tlvo separate kinds: those explainable by general pro-

cesses and those said not to be so explainable'

The third possibility is that children's concepts are like adult concepts,

and are fundamentally at their core propositional and theory-like. By this

hlpothesis, children may often make judgments using the surface similari-

ties of things, but there are aspects of their reasoning about categories that

cannot be explained by associative learning, the tabulation of instances,

and perceptual similarity. This is the specific possibility adherents to the

naive-theoryview must support. The evidence for this position is, again, cat-

egoryjudgments that do not seem to depend on the immediate perceptual

input and that seem not to be influenced by similarity effects or that involve

causal relations assumed to be unexplainable by general cognitive proc-

esses (e.g., Sloman, 1997; Gelman, 2003).

Is It Resolvable?

How can one decide between these two opposing views? Progress on this

question appears stalled. This may be because the logical structure of the ar-

gument is itself flawed. Consider the structure of the two opposing claims.

Gewral hocess. The claim here is that one set of processes (which we

can call G for general) explains human categories.

Naiae Th.eories. The claim here is only that there are sorze phenomena

not explainable by G but that require other special mechanisms and repre-

sentations. or S.

Three discouraging consequences arise in this structure.
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It is a necessary truth that naive-theory theorists can explain every-
thing that general process accounts can. Anything explainable by G is
necessarily explainable by G + S. This means naive theory accounts
are more powerful whereas general process accounts are more con-
strained and more parsimonious. It's a matter of "I can do more than
you" versus "I can do (almost) everything you do, more elegantly."

The critical evidence for distinguishing these two approaches is a neg-
ative, showing that there are at least some aspects of human categori-
zation that cannot be explained by general processes. This claim can
never be disproven.

There is no way out of the debate. Each phenomenon that a naive-
theory theorist points to as special has some potential of being ex-
plained by a more powerful model of general processes (as in Rogers
& McClelland, chap. 14, this volume). But for every phenomenon so
explained there are other, perhaps even more special phenomena to
be discovered by the naive-theory theorist.

Stepping Out of the Box

Nonetheless, there are many exciting new discoveries-discoveries that do
not resolve the dispute between theory-based and general-process based
controversies-but that suggest instead that the field is moving in new di-
rections, toward fundamental ideas about what categories and category de-
velopment might be.

Perceptual Inarnhg. New evidence shows that category learning system-
atically alters perceptual processing, creating dimensions and features and
thus the very way the world is perceived and remembered. Quinn, Nelson
and Snyder, and Gosselin and Schyn (chaps. 5, l, and 4, respectively) all
provide relevant data, much of it concerning human face perception. This
is a domain in which one might expect to find hardwired competencies un-
a-ffected by experience. However, face*pecific processing appears to be a
consequence of experience with faces. As Nelson and Snyder argued, in-
fants' early experiences with faces consist of seeing a very few individuals in
many, many contexS. This learning erwironment appears to teach infants
to attend to the configural properties that distinguish individuals. In con-
trast, infants' early experiences with common objects such as spoons, cups,
and toys consist of encounters with many different instances of each cate-
gory. Moreover, unlike people, instances of common categories are sub-
stitutable, that is, functionally equivalent. This learning environment ap
pears to teach infants to attend less to the details of common objeca and
more to their overall similarities. This conclusion is supported both by evi-

t .

2.

3.
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dence from infants and from adult training experiments. In these studies,
nonface stimuli were made to engage in face-perception processes by train-
ing participants to distinguish individuals (e.g., Tarr & Gauthier, 2000).
Gosselin and Schyn's studies show that perceptual learning of this sort
makes feature processing highly context- and task-specific. For example,
adults process very different features when asked tojudge the gender versus
the emotion of a face.

Evidence in the literature suggests further that perceptual learning af-
fects early as well as late stages of processing (see Goldstone & Barsalou,
1998, for a review). For example, effects of perceptual learning have been
found in elementary perceptual tasks that precede decisions of category
membership, including same-different judgment tasks (Goldstone, 1994)
and part detection (e.g., Lin & Murphy, 1997). Other studies suggest that
young children's attention to perceptual properties and perhaps even their
parsing of object shape may change in fundamental ways as a product of
learning object categories (see Smith, 2003; also Needham, Barrett, &
Peterman, 2002).

Perceptual learning clearly complicates the traditional view (e.g., Keil,
1994) of perception (and perceptual similarity) as raw, unprocessed and
"knowledgeless." If fundamental perceptual processes change, become
tuned to specific tasks as a function of experience in those tasks, then those
processes are themselves knowledge-laden. A visual system that processes
faces and objects differently "knows" that *rese are different kinds. The task
dependency of perceptual features challenges Murphy and Medin's (1985)
idea that category-specific feature selection can only be explained by causal
theories of category structure. In this way, findings about perceptual learn-
ing undermine a distinction between perception and knowledge.

Emhodimmt. The knowledgeJaden and historydependent nature of
perceptual processes encourages new ideas about representation, and specif-
ically the idea that these are transient emergent events that are close to the
sensory surface (Barsalou, chap. 15, this volume). In this view, the internal
language for thought, perception, and action are fundamentally the same
and must be so if they are to mesh seamlessly in creating intentional acts. A
now growing industry of results supports this view. These include findings
that actions prime categories (Tucker & Ellis, 2001), that objects are recog-
nized better when we put our bodies in positions consistent with our usual ac-
tions on those objects (Creem & Proffitt, 2001), and even thatverb meanings
are tied to eye movements (Richardson, Spivey, Barsalou, & McRae, 2003).
Studies using fMRI and PET are also consistent with these ideas and show
that the visual identifrcation of artifacts engages cortical regions associated
with the tlpical motor actions on those artifacts (Ishai, Ungerleider, Martin,
& Saxby, 2000; Faillenot, Toni, Decety, Gregoire, &Jeannerod, 1997).
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In developmental studies, Rakison (chap. ti, this volume) and GershkofStowe (chap' 8, this vorume) also fini .rrid.rr.. for the role of action andthe context-dependency of the features that ch'dren pro..Jri"t ." catego-rizing' Both sets of studies show that young children are highly sensitive tothe features rhat are relevant.to uctirig on objects: to th. *f,..h that alrowthings to be rolled,.r? 

lh. springs that'make objects bounce. These studiessuggest a way in which one might bring together rhe insights of naive_theory theorists that some feamrls matter more because of their causar sta_tus and insights about perceptual learning and the embodied nature ofgeneral memory processes. In addition, thJse findir1g, J""g'*rr, those ofBarsalou remind ihut .ut.gories are acquired and used in a physicar worrdbv phvsicat beings who actln tnut *orri ur,;;;;;;'.111'.qr..,.., o,their own actions.

Nested Tirne Scales. 
.In 

one influential series of experiments, euinn(chap' 5, this volume) showed that infants' categories oi*.rt"riurra ..dogs,,
are the emergent prod.u.ct of the experiences in ihe task, and do not repre_sent prior, represented-kaowledge about the *o .ur.goJ.r. Ii"rt.ud, t u.r-sient memories formed in the rlaltime experiences in the task-the re_peated presentations of seeing particurar cats-create ciegories inperfoflnance' Further, Qui.nn has blgun to trace how the contributions of theimmediate input' the task, and torri-te.m.*p.ri..r.., change with developmen,. As the long-term memory contribution f..o_., ,oi.rger, decisionsbecome more stabre across stimulus and context. In her chapter, GershkoFStowe also traces how infants' actions on objects-their in-task experiences_combine with their previous experiences io ...u,. in-task c.t"jori.r.' , These studies remind us thai the behav
pI? gy.! "r p'"..;; o peradn g ou.. r,.r,. io,l J: J:.'#r"HffiT?t':, *:2003) ' The processes relevant"t" u uuuy:, pattern,of looking in the Quinnexperimen* or to a.child's partern of ,.i,r..rtiur touchinf in Gershkoff_Stow-e's experiments include itr. r.rrrory i.rprr, u, the moment of the behav-ior' But they also incl'de trre immedialefi preceoing events: the cats anddogs one has seen in the last several .i",.t!, rr trre .*p..i-;;;;. objectsthe infant has touched and made to bo,r.r...1,rst previousry. The longer his-tory of the infant-the dogs and cats seen over i ur.ume, the objects andactions experienced ou". alif.ti*e-also matter. The relevant dme scare to

ytlersta,laing categorization will therefore be in seconds, in minutes, indays' and in years' A complete theory must notjust.o.,*a.. fro.esses at allthese time scales, but also int grate ttt.m ana understand they influenceeach other over time- This^is thi dynamic s/st:ms perspective heralded byGershkoflstowe (see also Samuelson & Smith, 2000).
Johnson's research (chap.. -2, ,hir vorume) also illustrates this integrativeapproach'Johnson begins with the assumption that infanu porr.r. u u-^, ur_ray of perceptual processes and that these tune and adjust themselves
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through their interaction with the world, and in so doing create higher

level processes, what one might call, for example, object percePtion.John-

son notes findings parallel to those with human infants in infant monkeys

and the correlated changes in the underlying neurophysiology. These

neurophysiological studies make concrete the idea of many components in-

teracting at many levels of analysis, from contrast receptors, to neural path-

ways, to the correlations among features in the world. The multicausality of

developmental process is itself a challenge to the traditional framework for

studying categories that demands a single answer to "what categories really

are?"Johnson concludes *rat "It seems likely that unity perception cannot

be reduced to a limited set of principles" (p. 56). It seems likely that human

categories cannot be so reduced either.

SO WHAT IS NEXT?

It is always difficult to understand m4ior change when one is in the midst of

it. Further hindsight is always better than foresight. Thus, one cannot confi-

dently make predictions about where the field is going. But it does seem to

be going. The change is perhaps driven by the stale nature of the debates

within the traditional metaphor: features or theories? But it is also driven by

new advances in understanding neural processes and their plasticity, in

computational approaches to learning, in large-scale analyses of the statisti-

cal structure of the learning environment, and in fundamental processes

such as perceptual learning. It may not be clear where research on catego-

ries is going, but it is moving, and that is good.
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